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Abstract
In this work, we deal with a Hermitian space V over an involutory division ring D with
valuation. We will require further a generalized Cauchy–Schwartz inequality relative to the
given valuation. A parallel between linear transformations of V and infinite matrices over D
is given. This allows us to give a criterion on the entries of the matrices of the group C of
unitary transformations modulo infinitesimals. Relative to a given orthogonal basis, the space
V is such that for each unitary transformation  of C, the matrix of  has entries from a fixed
additive subgroup ofD. Also, a matrix representation of the group C over the residue division
ring is given. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction, definitions and basic facts
Let V be a non-degenerate Hermitian space over a division ring D with invol-
ution  and with Char(D/ =D 2. D is equipped with a non-trivial non-archimedean
-valuatiion !. We assume further that V satisfies the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality
2!.u  v/ > !.u  u/C !.v  v/ for all u; v 2 V:
In fact, if ! is the order valuation associated to an ordering of D, then the Cauchy–
Schwartz inequality holds true (see [1] or [5]). Spaces with Cauchy–Schwartz in-
equality have proven to be useful in studying orthomodular spaces, in particular
orthomodular quadratic spaces (see [2]). Also, dealing with Hermitian spaces over
ordered fields is a useful concept if one wishes to study transformations of positive
Hermitian spaces.
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In this paper, we will be concerned with the ring of linear transformations of the
space V as compared to the ring of infinite matrices overD. For instance, in Section
2, we establish an isomorphism between the two-sided ideal Lg of transformations
 satisfying
2!.u  v/ > !.u  u/C !.v  v/C 2g; u; v 2 V;
(where g belongs to the ordered group of the valuation!), and all row-finite matrices
for which the values of their entries are bounded by g.
In Section 3, we will be concerned with matrices of unitary transformations mod-
ulo the subgroup 1C J (J is the ideal of non-units of the valuation ring R in D).
A unitary transformation modulo 1C J preserves the Hermitian form up to a factor
in 1C J . These transformations form a group C containing the unitary group of
V . In archimedean matrix representation of the orthogonal group of an orthogonal
space over a field carrying an archimedean valuation, each orthogonal transformation
viewed as a matrix over D has all its entries from the valuation ring R in D. In the
considered non-archimedean setup, a general criterion on the entries of the matrix of
a unitary transformation modulo 1C J is given. Relative to a given orthogonal basis,
for each unitary transformation of C, the matrix of  has entries from a fixed addit-
ive subgroup of the valuated division ringD. Also, a certain matrix representation of
the groupC over the residue division ringD D R=J is given. There is a close relation
between unitary transformations modulo 1C J and unitary transformations on the
so-called residue space V . We show that the normal subgroup of unitary transforma-
tions modulo 1C J of finite rank maps into the subgroup of unitary transformations
of finite rank of V . Finally, we show that every unitary transformation modulo 1C J
induces a transformation which is Cayley parametrised.
We now recall the meaning of some terms that will be used in this work. By
-valuation we mean a valuation! V D! G, whereG is a linearly ordered additive
group with positive infinity adjoined, such that !.x/ D !.x/ for all x =D 0. Let
RDfx 2 D: !.x/ > 0g;
J Dfx 2 D: !.x/ > 0g:
Then R is the valuation ring in D. Indeed, R is a subring of D which is preserved
under conjugation and J D Jac.R/ is the largest non-zero ideal =D R in R.
The ideal J of non-units of the valuation ringR gives rise to the normal subgroup
1C J of the group D of non-zero elements of D. The congruence of this group
determined by the normal subgroup 1C J , we will consistently denote by . In
symbols
a  b () ab−1 2 1C J;
() a D b.1C j/ for some j 2 J:
If a or b is a unit of the valuation ring R, then evidently
a  b () a  b .mod J / () a − b 2 J:
It is also appropriate to add that  is compatible with  in that a  b) a  b.
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Definition. Let V be any non-degenerate Hermitian space over D. V is called
elliptic space relative to the valuation !, if
2!.u  v/ > !.u  u/C !.v  v/ for all u; v 2 V:
An elliptic space V is necessarily non-isotropic. In fact from the above inequality,
it follows that if Rad(V )=fv 2 V jv  V D 0g, then Rad(V ) = fv 2 V jv  v D 0g. From
the non-degeneracy follows thus non-isotropy of the space V .
Let L be the ring of linear transformations of the Hermitian space V . The adjoint
 (if any) of  2 L is defined to be the linear transformation  such that
u  v D u  v .u; v 2 V /:
If 1; 2 2 L have adjoints in L, then so must 1 ; 1 C 2 and 12. Then
1 D 1; .1 C 2/ D 1 C 2 and .12/ D 21 . If  2 L is such that V 
is finite dimensional, then we say  is of finite rank. Let
FL D f 2 L: dim.V / <1g:
Then FL is a two-sided ideal of the ring L. LetA be the set of linear transformations
 2 L having adjoints, clearly A is a subring which is the domain of the involution
! . It is known that every linear transformation in FL has an adjoint in FL, so
that FL  A.
2. Transformations and infinite matrices
The objective of this section is to establish a parallel between linear transforma-
tions of an elliptic space V , which possesses some orthogonal basis feigi2I such that
!.ei  ei/ D 0, and infinite matrices overD.
Let M.D/ be the ring of all row-finite matrices (i.e., all but a finite number
of the elements of each row are zero). Let M.D/ be the ring of all column-finite
matrices and letM.D/ D M.D/ \M.D/. The standard matrix involution t .  is
the involution of the ring M.D/ of all row-finite column-finite matrices
U D .ij /i;j2I overD, Ut : D .ji/i;j2I .
The matrix of inner products S D Diagfsigi2I (where si D ei  ei) induces a new
involution .s/ of M.D/;U.s/ D S Ut :S−1.
For  2 L, we associate the matrix of ;Mtrx./ 2 M.D/ determined by the
equations:
Row
i
.Mtrx.// D .ij /j2I () ei D .ij /j2I .i 2 I/:
Then, clearly L  M.D/. Denote byM.D/ the ring of all matrices each of which
has only a finite number of its elements non-zero (matrices of finite type).
Lemma 1. (i) A M.D/ and .ii/FL  M.D/.
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Proof.
(i) If  2 A has an adjoint , then we can prove that Mtrx  D .Mtrx /.s/
D S.Mtrx /t:S−1. Then both Mtrx  and Mtrx  are row-finite, so that
Mtrx  2 M.D/. Conversely, if U 2 M.D/, then there is  2 L such that
Mtrx  D U. Since U 2 M.D/, it follows that U.s/ 2 M.D/, so that there is
0 2 L such that Mtrx 0 D U.s/. It is immediate to check that u  v D u0 
v for all u; v 2 V . By the uniqueness of the adjoint, 0 is the adjoint of .
Therefore  2 A.
(ii) If U 2 M.D/, then there is  2 L such that Mtrx  D U. Clearly ei D 0 for
all but a finite numbers of indices i. Thus  is of finite rank. Conversely, let
 2 FL. Since feigi2I spans the image of , it follows that ei D 0 for all but
a finite number of indices i. Thus U D Mtrx  2 M.D/. 
Definition [3]. Let
LgDf 2 L: 2!.u  v/ > !.u  u/C !.v  v/ C 2g; u or v =D 0g .g 2 G/;
LCg Df 2 L: 2!.u  v/ > !.u  u/C !.v  v/C 2g; u or v =D 0g .g 2 G/:
L0 is a subring of L. For each g > 0, Lg (resp. LCg ) is a -closed two-sided ideal of
the ring L0, which is contained in LC0 , if g > 0. We note that, for an elliptic space
V ,  2 Lg (resp.  2 LCg ) is equivalent to
!.u  u/ > !.u  u/C 2g;
.resp: !.u  u/ > !.u  u/C 2g; u  u =D 0/:
Also  2 Lg (resp.  2 LCg / is equivalent to
!.u  u/ > !.u  u/C g;
.resp: !.u  u/ > !.u  u/C g/:
Lemma 2 [3].
(i) For 0 =D z 2 Z (the centre of D), z  1 2 Lg () !.z/ > g,
(ii) Lg  Lg0 for g > g0,
(iii) Lg C Lg0  Lmin .g;g0/,
(iv) LgLg0  LgCg0 ,
(v) T
g2G
Lg D T
g2G
LCg D 0;
(vi) For  2 A, g 2 G if  2 Lg then  2 Lg .
Remark 3 [3]. If v1; v2; : : : ; vr are non-zero orthogonal vectors in an elliptic space
V then
!
 
rX
iD1
vi  vi
!
D Min
i
!.vi  vi/:
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Proof. Clearly
!
 
rX
iD1
vi  vi
!
> Min
i
!.vi  vi/:
Now,
2!.vi  vi/ D 2!

vi 
X
vi

;
> !.vi  vi/C !
X
vi 
X
vi

;
by ellipticity of V . Hence
!.vi  vi/ > !
X
vi  vi

:
So that
Min!.vi  vi/ > !
X
vi  vi

;
which completes the proof. 
Theorem 4. Let V be any non-degenerate elliptic space with orthogonal basis feig
such that !.ei  ei/ D 0 for every i. If  2 L, Mtrx  D .ij /, then  2 Lg if and
only if !.ij / > g for every i; j .
Proof. Assume  2 Lg , then
!.ei  ei/ > !.ei  ei/C 2g
D !.si /C 2g:
Now, let ei DPj ij ej . Since fij ej g is a finite subset of orthogonal vectors,
Remark 3 yields
!.ei  ei/D!
X
ij sj

ij

;
DMin
j
!.ij sj 

ij /;
DMin
j
2!.ij /C !.sj /:
Hence
Min
j
2!.ij /C !.sj / > !.si/C 2g:
i.e., !.ij / > g for every j . Since i is arbitrary it follows that !.ij / > g for every
i; j .
Conversely, let  2 L;Mtrx  D .ij / and !.ij / > g for every i; j . Since V is
elliptic, then to show that  2 Lg it is enough to prove that !.v  v/ > !.v  v/C
2g for any arbitary element v 2 V .
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Let v DPi2I viei be an arbitrary element in V . Then there is a finite subset I1 of
I such that v DPi2I1 viei . Since fvieigi2I1 is a finite subset of orthogonal vectors,
we get
!.v  v/D!
X
viei 
X
viei

DMin
i
!.viei  viei/
DMin
i
2!.vi/:
Now, ei DPj2I ij ej DPj2I 2 ij ej , where I2 is a finite subset of I . Then
!.v  v/ D !
0BBB@X
i2I1
j2I2
vi.ei  ei/vj
1CCCA
D !
X
i;j2I1
0@vi
0@X
k 2I2
ik.ek  ek/jk
1A vj
1A
D !
X
i;j;k
.viik.ek  ek/jkvj /
> Min
i;j;k
!.viik.ek  ek/jkvj /
D Min
i;j
T2!.vi/C 2!.ij /U
D !.v  v/CMin
i;j
2!.ij /
> !.v  v/C 2g
as required. 
Corollary 5. M.R/  L0; M.J /  LC0 .
Corollary 6.
(i) L0 \ FL  M.R/,
(ii) L0 \ A  M.R/,
(iii) LC0 \ FL  M.J /,
(iv) LC0 \ A  M.J /.
Corollary 7. LetD D R=J , thenM.R/=M.J / D M.D/ andL0=LC0 D M.D/.
Proof. Given  2 L0; Mtrx  D .ij /, define U D .ij C J / 2 M.D/. Clearly
! U is a ring homomorphism; its kernel is LC0 . Then L0=LC0 D M.D/. 
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3. Matrices of unitary transformations modulo infinitesimals
In this section we show, among other things, that for each unitary transformation
 modulo 1C J , the matrix of  is with entries from a fixed additive subgroup Jg of
the valuated division ring D.
Definition. Any linear transformation  2 L is said to be unitary modulo 1C J , if
 is bijective, and such that for every v 2 V ,
v  v  v  v .mod 1C J /: (1)
Clearly every unitary transformation is unitary modulo 1C J . Unlike the situ-
ation for a unitary transformation, a unitary transformation modulo 1C J does not
generally take an orthogonal basis to an orthogonal basis. Consequently, it is not
generally true that u  v  u  v.mod 1C J /. If V is a finite dimensional non-
isotropic space, then any transformation  satisfying (1) is injective, because v 
v D 0 implies v  v D 0 and by the non-isotropy of V , it follows that v D 0. Hence
 is also surjective.
We now recall some results about the set C of all unitary transformation modulo
1C J .
Theorem 8 [4].
1. If  2 C, then !.v  v/ D !.v  v/, for every v 2 V .
2. For  2 LC0 , if  D 1C , then  2 C.
3. C is a multiplicative group.
4. If  2 C, then  2 C.
5. If  2 C, then  2 1C LC0 :
Lemma 9 [4]. If  is a unitary transformation modulo 1C J , and if u and v are
orthogonal elements, then u  v 2 J .
Lemma 10 [4]. Let V be an elliptic space.
(i) If  2 LC0 and u 2 C, then  C  2 C.
(ii) For every  2 C and g 2 G, we have
Lg D Lg D Lg and LCg D LCg  D LCg :
(iii) The group C is a proper subgroup of the group of units of the ring L0
(iv) C \ .1C L0/ D C:
Definition. For g 2 G, g > 0, let
Cg D C \ .1C Lg/;
CCg D C \ .1C LCg /:
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Theorem 11 [4]. Let V be an elliptic space. The subsets Cg .resp: CCg /; g > 0
form a chain of -closed normal subgroups of the groupC of unitary tranformations
modulo 1C J , such that
(i) g > g0 ) Cg  Cg0 .resp: CCg  CCg0 /,
(ii) \Cg D \CCg D f1g,
(iii) For every g 2 G, the subgroup Cg .resp: CCg / is not the identity subgroup.
Next, we show that all the unitary transformations modulo 1C J , such that  − 1
is of finite rank form a normal subgroup of C.
Theorem 12. Let FC D C \ .1C FL/, then FC is a -closed normal subgroup of
C.
Proof. Evidently 1 2 FC. Let ;W 2 FC, then  − 1, W− 1 2 FL and hence
W− 1 D .W− 1/C . − 1/ 2 FL. Thus W 2 FC. Also  − 1 2 FL implies
that  − 1 2 FL and so  2 FC.
Now, DV  − 1 D . − 1/C . − 1/ 2 FL. From −1 D  − −1, we
get −1 − 1 D . − 1/− −1 2 FL, i.e., −1 2 FC. Finally, if  2 C and
 2 FC, then −1. − 1/ 2 FL and hence −1 − 1 D −1. − 1/ is of finite
rank. Thus −1 2 FC: 
Now, we are concerned with the matrix of a unitary transformation modulo 1C J;
. To give a precise restriction on the entries of matrix  we define Jg D fx 2 D V
!.x/ > gg; g > 0. Let M.Jg/ be the additive subgroup of row-finite matrices with
each entry beloging to Jg. For g2 > g1, clearlyM.Jg2/ M.Jg1/.
Proposition 13. Let  be a unitary transformation modulo 1C J;Mtrx  D .ij /
then !.ij / > 0. Moreover, if  2 Cg , then Mtrx  2 1CM.Jg/.
Proof. This is evident from the fact that C is a subgroup of the group of units
of L0 and Corollary 5. The second assertion follows from Cg D C \ .1C Lg/ and
Theorem 4. 
If A is the matrix of a unitary transformation, then AA D I ; for a unitary trans-
formation modulo 1C J , we have:
Theorem 14. Let  be a unitary transformation modulo 1C J that has an adjoint.
If  2 Cg , and if A is the matrix of  relative to an orthogonal basis feigi2I of V
such that !.ei  ei/ D 0, then AA.s/ 2 1CM.Jg/.
Proof. We first note that ifAA.s/ D .cij /i;j ; then cij D .ei  ej/.ej  ej /−1. Since
 2 C, it follows that cii  1 mod 1C J . By Lemma 9, it follows that cij 2 J , for
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i =D j . Thus AA.s/ 2 1CM.J /. Now from  2 1C Lg and Theorem 4, the result
follows. 
Theorem 15. Let  be any linear transformation of an elliptic space V and let A be
the matrix of  relative to an orthogonal basis feigi2I of V . If AA.s/ D Diagi .1C
xi/; xi 2 Jg for g > 0, then  2 C and  2 Cg .
Proof. We first claim that  2 C. Let AA.s/ D .cij /i;j , then cij D .ei  ej/.ej 
ej /
−1
. It is given that cij D 0 for i =D j and cii D 1C xi; xi 2 Jg for every i 2 I .
Then ei  ei  ei  ei .mod 1C J / for every i 2 I; and ei  ej D 0 for i =D j .
Using this, we can prove (as in [1]) that v  v  v  v .mod 1C J / for every
v 2 V , that is  2 C. By Theorem 8,  2 C, and since  2 1C Lg (given)
it follows that  2 Cg . 
In what will follow we deal with a certain matrix representation of the group C
over the residue division ring D D R=J .
Theorem 16. Let V be any non-degenerate elliptic space with orthogonal basis
feig such that !.ei  ei/ D 0 for every i. If  V C ! M.D/ is the mapping sending
 2 C onto Mtrx ./D , the residue matrix of the matrix of  relative to this basis,
then  is a representation of C overD such that
1. Ker . / D CC0 ,
2. Im . / is a subgroup of unitary matrices of the unitary group of M.D/, relat-
ive to the matrix involution .s/ of M.D/ induced by (s).
Proof. We note that  V ! Mtrx ./D is a ring homomorphism from L0 onto
M.D/ with kernel precisely LC0 (Corollary 7). Since C  L0, then  is the restric-
tion of  to C and hence  is a group homomorphism from C into the group of
invertible matrices in M.D/. Also
Ker . /D.1C Ker / \ C
D.1C LC0 / \ C
DCC0
D1C LC0 .where V is elliptic/:
Now, since M.R/=M.J /DM.D/ and M.J / is closed under the partial in-
volution .s/ of M.R/, it follows that M.D/ carries a partial involution .s/ which
takes  D Tij C J Ui;j onto .s/ D Tsijis−1j C J Ui;j .
In what will follow, we identify the elements of M.D/ and M.R/=M.J /. Let
 2 C; A D Mtrx  D .ij /, then by Theorem 14, AA.s/ 2 1CM.J /: Also, from
 ./ D  D ACM.J / D .ij C J /i;j , we get
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.s/DAA.s/ CM.J /
D1CM.J / D I ;
where I is the identity matrix in M.D/ which has 1C J as diagonal entries and J
elsewhere. Thus,  is a unitary matrix relative to the involution .s/: 
There is a close relation between unitary transformations modulo 1C J and unit-
ary transformations on the so-called residue space V . To see this we first recall a
construction of V . Let
V0Dfv 2 V : 2!.u  v/ > !.u  u/g;
V C0 Dfv 2 V : 2!.u  v/ > !.u  u/; u  u =D 0g:
It is known that V0 is an R-module, where R is the valuation ring in D, and V C0
is a submodule of V0. Also, the factor R-module V D V0=VC0 can be turned into a
non-isotropic Hermitian space over the residue division ring D D R=J , relative to
the form
.uC V C0 /  .v C VC0 / D u  v C J :
Now, if  is a unitary transformation modulo 1C J of V , then
.uC V C0 /  .uC V C0 / D u  uC J
D u  u C J
D .u C V C0 /  .u C VC0 /;
so that  is a unitary transformation of V . Hence, we have a group homomorphism
 2 C !  2 U . This homomorphism extends to a homomorphism  2 L0 !  2
L D L.V / as follows: If  2 L0, then clearly .V0/  V0 and .V C0 /  V C0 and
then we define
.v C V C0 / D .v/ C VC0 :
If further  2 1C FL, that is  − 1 is of finite rank, then Mtrx . − 1/ has all
its entries zeros but for a finite subset of I  I . Relative to the induced basis feigi2I
of V , it is clear that Mtrx . − 1/ is also of finite rank. Thus  2 1C FL. From the
above, we have:
Proposition 17. Let V be any non-degenerate elliptic space. Then every unitary
transformation modulo 1C J induces a unitary transformation on the residue space
V . Also, the normal subgroup FC of unitary transformations  modulo 1C J such
that  − 1 is of finite rank maps into the subgroup of unitary transformations of finite
rank of V .
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Let  2 L, we say that  is Cayley parametrised if  can be written as
.1− 1 C 2/=.1C 1 C 2/ for some 1 2 L;2 2 LC0 and 1C 1 C 2 is invert-
ible. It is known that every unitary transformation can be written as .1− /=.1C /
for some  2 L and 1C  is invertible. Hence, every unitary transformation is Cay-
ley parametrised in our sense (where we take 2 D 0).
Theorem 18. Let V be any non-degenerate elliptic space. Every unitary trans-
formation modulo 1C J;  2 CCg .resp: Cg/, g > !.2/ .resp: g > !.2// induces
a transformation in LCg .resp: Lg/ which is Cayley parametrised.
Proof. Let  2 CCg ; g > !.2/, we first claim that 1C  is invertible. Let v 2 V and
v.1C / D 0. Since  − 1 2 LCg ; g > !.2/, then
!.v. − 1/  v. − 1//>!.v  v/C 2g
>!.v  v/C 2!.2/:
the left side of this inequality is !.2v  2v/ D !.v  v/C 2!.2/, a contradiction. This
shows that 1C  is one to one. Also  2 CCg ; g > !.2/ forces 1C  to be one to
one. Thus 1C  is invertible.
Now, let  D 2.1− /=.1C /. Then
  D 2 1− 

1C 
D 2 − 

 C 
D −2 1−  − 
0
1C  C 0 for some 
0 2 LC0
(where by Theorem 8,  2 C implies  D 1C 0). Thus   is Cayley paramet-
rised.
Also,
D2 1− 
2C . − 1/
D 1− 
1C . − 1/=2 :
From  2 CCg ; g > !.2/, follows  − 1 2 LCg so that . − 1/=2 2 LCg−!.2/  LC0 .
Thus 1C . − 1/=2 2 C, so that  2 CLCg D LCg (by Lemma 10). Since LCg is
*-closed, we also have   2 LCg . 
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